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What is 

Transfer 

Learning

“Transfer learning is a machine learning 
method where a model developed for 
a task is reused as the starting point for a 
model on a second task.”

Use of knowledge gained while solving 
one problem and applying it to a 
different related problem



Problem

 Introduction of Multi-access Edge Computing + 5G has created a 47% 

increase in network traffic since 2016

 7 – 49 exabytes per month

 Deploying Machine Learning on this amount of data has become 

increasingly difficult 

 Network traffic concerns

 Training speed and accuracy concerns 



“Cloud services, running at the edge”

“Mini Data Centers, deployed near 

communication points”





General Data 

Protection 

Regulation





Backhaul: The sending of data to the backbone of the 
network… Kinda like sending all the way to the “cloud”





When… Where… How





When data drift reaches a certain 

percentage 



Use the Meta Data Service to check which neighors have data most similar to 

themselves



Find which classifications have the least confidence and request help in classification



Transfer Learning: Partition + Merge

Online Random Forest (ORF)

• Bagging Approach: Remove 
a percentage of your existing 
tree structure and merge in a 
percentage of a neighbor's 
tree structure to your random 
forest

Online Support Vector 
Machine (OSVM)

• One-Versus-Rest: Drop the 
weight vectors from your 
data set that are proving to 
be inseparable in N-
dimensions and inherit the 
weight vectors from your 
neighor

Partition + Merge is good for adaptability to many ML algorithms







Experiment

Tested image classification and network 
monitoring (instruction classification)

Tested ORF and OSVM algorithms

5 edge nodes, 1 central node

Intel Xeon’s w/ 48 GB ram



Shows how they introduced varying 

workloads over time





Able to achieve normalized error rates 

as fast as centralized training and far 

better than isolated



Able to achieve normalized error rates 

as fast as centralized training and far 

better than isolated





SIGNIFICANTLY lower transfer cost





Questions

 What is the added cost of aggregating the meta data? 

 They leave this as a black box but it could be significant

 What are some real-world scenarios where we would actually have MEC’s 

that are training on related data?


